SHARING POLICY

We distinguish between three types of document depending on its production stage: preprint, accepted manuscript, and Version of Record (published journal article).

A preprint is the original work of an author, before or right after submission;
an accepted manuscript is the piece of work after incorporating the revisions suggested by the reviewers, and other amendments, additions or changes made by the author;
and

the Version of Record / Published journal article is the final, enriched version of the article, laid out with OLSL’s heading and visual traits, and after having undergone the editorial production process which adds value to it (typesetting, formatting, typography correction, reference formatting, DOI assignation, pagination, publishing, dissemination, and archiving). This is the article that is published as part of its volume and issue, on OLSL’s publishing website (http://opo.iisj.net/index.php/osls/index).

OSLS works on the basic principle that authors always keep copyright on their work, and OLSLS always has the right of first publication of articles that are accepted.

In order to reconcile both interests, we have set some simple guidelines on how authors can share their work.

Preprint

- Authors can share their preprint anywhere at any time

Accepted Manuscript

Authors can share their accepted manuscript immediately:

- via their non-commercial personal homepage or blog (including Academia.edu, Researchgate.net, SSRN.com and similar platforms)
- via their research institute or institutional repository for internal institutional uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group, ie a closed, non-public repository
- directly by providing copies to their students or to research collaborators for their personal use
We request that authors indicate that it is an accepted article by OSLS whose publication is forthcoming, and to include a link to the OSLS website. We recommend the following formula:

This is a pre-copyedited, author-produced version of an article accepted for publication in Oñati Socio-legal Series \( \text{[http://opo.iisj.net/index.php/osls/index]} \) following peer review.

As an additional value service, whenever possible, the Institute will upload the Accepted Manuscript with its DOI on its website intended for that purpose \( \text{[https://onatifirstonline.wordpress.com]} \) – these are the OSLS First Online manuscripts. This will usually happen shortly after the paper has been accepted, and after notification to the author.

As a matter of principle, the number of articles available as OSLS First Online shall not exceed the number of accepted articles to be included in the three forthcoming issues. The OSLS First Online versions will be removed from the First Online website upon publication of their VOR, and then replaced by a new set of accepted manuscripts that will thus become OSLS First Online, for a similar period of time.

OSLS First Online manuscripts will be posted online after technical editing, formatting for publication and author proofing. After this publication, further technical editions may be made to correct typos or to improve readability or presentation of the article, but the content will not be edited or modified in any way. These First Online manuscripts are available to everyone and citable by the Digital Object Identifier (DOI). The DOI for the manuscript is persistent for all iterations; in other words, the OSLS First Online manuscript has the same DOI as the final Version of Record that will be published on the OSLS official publishing website. Therefore, it is recommended that authors use this DOI to divulge or cite their First Online published paper.

The same policy guidelines apply as for Accepted Manuscripts. Especially, authors must not share the First Online articles in any other journal, or consider them as apt to be republished - only the Version of Record can be republished.

**Version of Record**

As OSLS is a Gold Open Access journal with a CC BY-NC-ND Creative Commons license, authors can share their published journal article (also called Version of Record) anywhere immediately after official publication on the OSLS website, as long as the republication is compliant with the CC BY-NC-ND license. In essence, this license precludes republication of the article for commercial purposes, i.e. in subscription journals, or conventionally marketed books. Please refer to the IISL if in doubt.
The IISL, as publisher of OSLs, only requests that it is clearly acknowledged that first publication was in OSLs, and that a link with its DOI is included.

OSLS sets no embargo period after a work is published on its official website.

**FIRST ONLINE PUBLICATION**

As an additional value service, whenever possible, the Institute will upload the Accepted Manuscript with its DOI on its website intended for that purpose ([https://onatifirstonline.wordpress.com](https://onatifirstonline.wordpress.com)) – these are the OSLs First Online manuscripts. This is an increasingly common practice by academic journals, and it is done as a way to facilitate rapid access to global academic audiences and therefore usability of accepted, copy-edited academic material for citing and referencing.

The journal may, or may not publish an article in this mode, and, although the journal will aim to do this shortly after copy-edition, the timeframe can vary.

As a matter of principle, the number of articles available as OSLs First Online shall not exceed the number of accepted articles to be included in the three forthcoming issues. The OSLs First Online versions will be removed from the First Online website upon publication of their VOR, and then replaced by a new set of accepted manuscripts that will thus become OSLs First Online, for a similar period of time.

If OSLs First Online manuscripts are selected to be posted online, they will be so after technical editing, formatting for publication and author proofing. After this publication, further technical editions may be made to correct typos or to improve readability or presentation of the article, but the content will not be edited or modified in any way. These First Online manuscripts are available to everyone and citable by the Digital Object Identifier (DOI). The DOI for the manuscript is persistent for all iterations; in other words, the OSLs First Online manuscript has the same DOI as the final Version of Record that will be published on the OSLs official publishing website. Therefore, it is recommended that authors use this DOI to divulge or cite their First Online published paper.

The same policy guidelines apply as for Accepted Manuscripts. Especially, authors must not share the First Online articles in any other journal, or consider them as apt to be republished - only the Version of Record can be republished.